Fierté Multi Academy Trust

Ankermoor Primary Academy
Remote Learning Policy – January 2021
Online resources

Office 365 / Teams

Numbots / TT Rock Stars

Tapestry

EPIC reading / Oxford OWL

Active learn
(grammar and
spelling bug)

In order to ensure that learning is continued, irrespective of lockdown or self-isolation,
Ankermoor Primary Academy has developed the following plan. This plan offers remote
learning opportunities whilst also acknowledging that some households may have limited access
to devices and would require hard copies of work and resources.
The first part of the plan will be applied in the following instances:


A lockdown,



Whole bubble or cohort self-isolating because of an outbreak of coronavirus.

This plan refers to the gov.uk document: ‘What is working well in remote education.’
Within all bubbles, teachers will set appropriate work in-line with our current curriculum
wherever possible and appropriate. This will be supplemented by a range of resources provided
by our Talk for Writing lessons, White Rose Maths work, Little Sutton Phonics and Oak Academy
resources, implemented through the use of Tapestry (Reception and Year 1) and Teams (Year 2
– Year 6).
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In the instance of a lockdown / bubble closure, all class teachers will send out a ‘Class Bubble
Pack’ containing the following resources:


Logins for use at home and in school (already sent in the first pack).




Hard copies of resources for use at home during the lockdown period (where required).
Resources for home use (age dependent) e.g. writing implements / maths resources etc.




Learning lockdown book to record lessons and answers / notes.
School devices may need to be shared with those who have limited access (Please contact
inbox@ankermoor.org if you have issues with access).
Teams and Tapestry will be used to connect with pupils and parents if a lockdown / bubble
closure is actioned in school. This will be active from 9.00am – 3.00pm (excluding 1 hour and 15
minutes for lunch and break times) by the child’s class teacher / teaching assistant to support
with learning. Feedback may be sent outside this time. Teachers will be available online, via
Teams and Tapestry, throughout the working day so that pupils can be taught; upload work and
ask teachers any questions to support understanding. Please understand that staff are working
extra hard to meet the needs of all pupils both at home and in school so it is essential we
appreciate their workload too.
Engagement:
In the event of any form of lockdown or isolation caused by coronavirus, parents must
understand that engagement in home learning is compulsory, as it is the expectation that
Ankermoor Primary Academy makes a provision, which is accessible to all. However, if pupils
themselves are too ill to attend then they should not be expected to engage in home learning.
Please make the office aware via phone call or contact your child’s teacher through Tapestry or
Teams. Attendance / engagement will be recorded by the class teacher and formally recorded
on a daily learning register.
If there is no evidence of a pupil engaging with remote learning then the following will need to
happen:




Call from the class teacher to discuss remote learning needs. (This will be recorded to ensure a
log of communication is kept, ensuring communication is paramount).
Family Support Worker / computing lead to follow up in the first instance to ensure
vulnerabilities are identified in terms of devices or well-being needs. Identify the barrier: e.g.




access, use of devices, connection, vulnerable learner, physical pack being brought back to mark
etc
Home visit to support any issues.
Call from Headteacher / SLT to further follow up / support with barriers or issues in remote
education.
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Timetable:
A timetable will be shared with the overview of learning for the day / week. (Please notetimetables may vary due to the age / stage and needs of the pupils.) Please see examples of
timetables below:
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The working day (linked to timetables):
Start of day activities (SODA): This will focus on basic skills and get the pupils ready for
learning. Resources sent could include: grammar, spelling, handwriting, maths and phonics but
may be different across each year group. This will be set in the live lessons / general channel
as guided by your teacher, with feedback ongoing.
White Rose Maths (added to Assignments in Years 2-6):
Consisting of the following, shared by teachers –


A link to a video of instruction and modelling.




Resources to be completed (worksheets).
Answers may be included for self-marking.



Please ensure your learning is uploaded to the assignment therefore marking and feedback can
be given. Please see guidance for this on our website Ankermoor Primary Academy - Class
Learning
Talk for Writing (added to Assignments in Years 2-6): This will follow the teaching process
in school. Our aim is to provide a video, using the Stream app, to model our expectation, linked
to learning each day. Pupils will use the resources sent within the bubble packs or follow the
available online links and complete work in their lockdown learning books. This will need to be
uploaded into the appropriate assignment therefore marking and feedback can be given (see
above link).
Reading: This may consist of a reading comprehension, reading for pleasure or a link to a reading
activity in Oak Academy, Epic or Oxford Owl. There may even be a class story at the end of the
day.
Phonics: Little Sutton Phonics will be used to support high quality teaching of the Letters and
Sounds programme for children in Reception / Y1.
Mental arithmetic: Mental arithmetic questions may be provided and completed by children.
This could also be Numbots and TT Rockstars to support the acquisition and retention of basic
core skills.
Afternoon lessons: Oak Academy will be used to support our afternoon foundation subject
teaching (see timetable) as it offers online lessons which are free to all and offer a recorded
taught session so that the children can access physical teaching from a teacher and complete
work relating to that lesson within the same website. Resources may be sent out for this and
learning recorded. The video provides opportunities to pause the teaching; complete learning set
and then self-assess/mark. Work may be added so that the teacher can discuss the learning
that has taken place.
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Feedback:
Feedback can take many forms and may not always mean extensive written comments for
individual pupils. For example, whole-class feedback or quizzes marked automatically via digital
platforms are also valid and effective methods, amongst many others. At Ankermoor, our
approach to feeding back on pupil’s work is as follows:



Provide answers for children to self-assess their learning.
Using live lessons to share key questions and answers throughout the lesson.



Uploading work to assignments for Maths and English so formailsed marking and feedback can
be given.
Our aim is to provide assessment information so that staff can be aware of learning long term.
We understand that some parents may not be able to complete the work set at a time
when learning is taking place. Therefore, if you have not posted work before 3.30pm we
cannot guarantee it will be marked until the next day to ensure that the well-being of
parents and staff is supported.
Additional support for pupils with particular needs:
Any pupils, who are identified as SEND, will be supported using necessary resources from the
platforms listed above. However, support will also be given in the following ways:



Designated time given for direct support from the SENDco to ensure all learning needs are
catered for.



Physical resources sent home as required.



Online resources used to support educational needs (nessy.com). Also, Immersive reader is
available on Teams to read instructions.
Pupils with an EHCP will be given 1:1 support through video links and focused work uploaded.
Younger children are supported through Tapestry, which ensures rapid follow up and feedback
is given in the moment.




Pupil premium children:
A designated Reading Champion has been assigned to work with these children. Communication
will be through the reading champion channel, phone calls or live learning. This will ensure
learners are supported and challenged, ensuring progress in learning continues.
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The second part of the plan will be applied in the following instance:


If an individual is self-isolating within the household or is awaiting test results.
If a pupil or group of children are isolated from school i.e. the pupil is sent home from school to
either receive a test or self-isolate as someone in the household is being tested, they will leave
school with a pack of work and their own stationery pack. Pupils will have an immediate
opportunity to continue their learning.
The work packs will contain basic skills work that will be relevant for the learner i.e. arithmetic,
spelling, reading, writing and handwriting. Pupils will also have logins to online resources (as
above). Please ensure your child has access to Teams or Tapestry so that the class teacher can
keep in communication where possible.
Safeguarding:
Ensuring your child’s online safety is of paramount importance. We have many aspects in place
to support this, which are clearly displayed on the E-safety page of our website.
The Acceptable Use Policy ensures that all children understand how to stay safe when accessing
the ‘online world’. There are many different statements that pupils need to be aware of and
understand in order to do so.
If there is a problem linked to online needs - in respect of bullying or abuse - then please fill in
an online report form to raise our awareness in school.
For any further needs or support linked to computing, please access the E-safety page and
observe all the information documents contained at the bottom of the page.
Pupil Well-being:
We are always looking to support our pupils and their well-being especially as many are not in
school currently. If pupils would like to request support from a member of staff in school then
they can fill in a request in the ‘Contact us’ section of the website. Upon accessing this, they can
fill in a report and post it in the ‘Worry box’. A staff member will respond to their needs asap.
Behaviour:
Please be aware that our remote education is constantly monitored and any inappropriate
behaviour is identified. Within each ‘Class Team’ there is a ‘Keeping in touch’ channel where
pupils can chat and stay in touch together. There is also a ‘Live lessons’ channel purely for
learning discussion and teaching dialogue. Neither of these channels supports children posting
inappropriate material such as social media log ins or reference to social media posts.
Our commitment to you:
Please be aware that education never stands still. Our policy will be reviewed regularly to
ensure we continue to improve our offer in line with the needs of our children.
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